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Abstract--We consider the following boundary value problems: 
(-1)n-Py (n) = a(t)h(y), n > 2, t e (0,1), 
y(0(0)=0, O<i<p-1 ,  y(~)(1)=0, O<i<n-p-1 ,  
and 
( -1)n-PAny=F(k,y,  Ay, . . . ,An- ly) ,  n>2, 0<k<m,  
Aiy(O)=O, O<i<p- -1 ,  A~y(m+p+l)=O, 0<i<n- -p - -1 ,  
where 1 < p < n - 1 is fixed. By employing fixed-point theorems for operators on a cone, existence 
criteria are developed for multiple (at least three) positive solutions of the boundary value problems. 
As an application, we also establish the existence of radial solutions of certain partial difference 
equations. Several examples are included to dwell upon the importance of the results obtained. 
~) 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let c, d (d > c) be integers. We shall define the discrete interval Z[c, d] = {c, c + 1, . . . ,  d}. All 
other interval notation will carry its standard meaning, e.g., [0, c~) denotes the set of nonnegative 
real numbers. For a nonnegative integer n, we also define the factorial expression k(n) = 1-L=on-1 
(k - i) with k (°) = 1. Let Ay(k)  = y(k + 1) - y(k) and for n > 2, Any(k) = A(An- ly (k ) ) .  
In this paper, we shall consider the continuous and discrete conjugate boundary value problems 
( -1 )n -py  on) = a(t)h(y), t e (0,1), 
(E) 
y(~)(0)=0, 0<i<p-1 ,  y (0 (1)=0,  0<i<n-p -1 ,  
and 
( -1)n-PAny = F (k, y, Ay , . . . ,  An - ly ) ,  k ~ Z[0, m], 
(D) 
A~y(O)=O, O<i<p-1 ,  A~y(m+p+l )=O,  0<i<n-p -1 ,  
where n,p ,m are fixed integers with n > 2, p E Z[1,n - 1], and m > p. 
Throughout, with respect o (E), it is assumed that the functions a and h are continuous and 
(El) h : [0, oo) --* [0, oo) is nondecreasing, 
(E2) a(t) is nonnegative and is not identically zero on any nondegenerate subinterval of (0, 1), 
and 
(E3) f l [ t ( l  - ~)]min{p'n-P}a(t) d  < co. 
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Further, with respect o (D), we assume that there exist continuous functions f : [0, oo) - ,  [0, co) 
and u, v : Z[0, m] ~ R such that 
(D1) for x • [0, oo), 
u(k) < F (k ,x ,  x l , . . . , xn_ l )  < v(k),  
- l (x )  - 
and 
(D2) u(k) is nonnegative on Z[0, m] and is not identically zero on Zip, m]. 
By a positive solution y of (E), we mean y • C('~)(0, 1) satisfying (E) and y is nonnegative and is 
not identically zero on [0, 1]. Likewise, a positive solution y of (D) is a nontrivial and nonnegative 
function defined on Z[0, m + n] satisfying (D). By employing some fixed-point heorems for 
operators on a cone, we shall develop criteria for the existence of (at least) three positive solutions 
of (E) and (D). In addition, our criteria also provide estimates on the norms of these positive 
solutions. 
As an application of the results obtained, we shall establish the existence of radial solutions of 
some partial difference quations. Denoting i = (k l , . . . ,  kn) where kj • N, 1 _ j _< n, we let 
A= i k~. = m + p + l , and pi = k ,  E Z[p, m + i . 
"r=l "r-.~l 
For 1 _< j _< n, define 
aj,o ( i )  = k, + w (k , , . . . ,  k,,), 
and for n > 2, A2w ( i )  = Aj(A2-1w(i)). We shall consider the boundary value problem 
j E J  
A}w(O,...,O) = O, O<i<p-1 ,  l<_ j<_n ,  (PD) 
where J is a nonempty subset of Z[1,n], f ,D  are continuous functions, f : [0, co) --* [0, oo), 
D : f~ ~ [0, oo), D(i)  is not identically zero on P0, and 
1an, 
for some continuous function d : Z[0, m] --* [0, oo). By using the criteria obtained earlier, we shall 
establish the existence of positive radial solutions of (PD). 
The motivation for the present work arises from both practical as well as theoretical aspects. 
In fact, as documented in the monographs [1,2], when n = 2, the boundary value problems (E) 
and (D) model a wide spectrum of nonlinear phenomena such as gas diffusion through porous 
media, nonlinear diffusion generated by nonlinear sources, thermal self ignition of a chemically 
active mixture of gases in a vessel, catalysis theory, chemically reacting systems, adiabatic tubular 
reactor processes, as well as concentration in chemical or biological problems, where only pos- 
itive solutions are meaningful. Further, several recent publications on singular boundary value 
problems focus on particular and related cases of (E) and (D). In addition, (E) and (D) occur 
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in applications involving nonlinear elliptic problems in annular regions. Once again in all these 
applications, it is frequent hat only solutions that are positive axe useful. Recently, there have 
been many investigations on the positive solutions of boundary value problems. We refer to [2,3] 
and the references cited therein for the existence of a single positive solution. Existence results for 
double positive solutions are available in [2-4]. In the case of triple positive solutions, Avery [5] 
has considered the following second-order conjugate boundary value problem: 
A2y(k - 1) + f (y(k) )  = O, k • Z[a + 1, b + 1], 
y(a) = 0 = y(b+ 2). 
Our results not only generalize and extend his work, but also complement that of [2-4], as well 
as include several other known criteria offered in [1]. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we shall state the fixed-point theorems required 
and provide some properties of certain Green's functions which are needed later. The existence of 
triple positive solutions of (E) and (D) is discussed, respectively, in Sections 3 and 4. In Section 5, 
we apply the results obtained earlier to the problem (PD). Finally, to illustrate our results, three 
examples are presented in Section 6. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let B be a Banach space equipped with the norm ]]-II. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let C( C B) be a nonempty closed convex set. We say that C is a cone provided 
the following conditions are satisfied. 
(a) HyECanda>O,  thenayEC.  
(b) I f  y E C and -y  E C, then y = O. 
The cone C induces an ordering <_ on B. For x ,y  E B, we write x <_ y if  and only if  y - x E C. 
H x, y E B with x < y, we let (x, y) denote the closed order interval given by (x, y) = {z E B ] 
x<z<y}. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let C( C B) be a cone. A map ¢ is a nonnegative continuous concave functional 
on C if  the following conditions are satisfied. 
(a) ¢ : C -~ [0, oo) is continuous. 
(b) ¢(ax  + (1 - a)y) >_ at (x)  + (1 - a)¢(y) for all x, y E C and 0 < a < 1. 
With C and ¢ defined as above, we shall introduce the following notations. Let 13, ~, ~ > 0. 
We shall denote 
C(5)={yeCi l iY I l<6} and C(¢, f~,7)={y6Ci~b(y)>_/3,  iiyl]_<7}. 
The following fixed-point theorems are needed later. 
THEOREM 2.1. (See [6,7].) Let A be a bounded closed convex subset orB.  Assume that A1,A2 
are disjoint closed convex subsets of A, and U1, U2 are nonempty open subsets of A with 
UI C AI and U2 c A2. 
Suppose that S : A --* A is completely continuous and the following conditions hold. 
(a) S(A1) C A1 and S(A2) C A2. 
(b) S has no fixed points in (AI\U1) U (A2\U2). 
Then, S has (at least) three fixed points Yl, Y2, and Y3 such that 
Yl E Vl, Y2 E U2, and Yz E A\(A1 U A2). (2.1) 
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THEOREM 2.2. (See [7,8].) Let C(C B) be a cone and 5 > 0 be given. Assume that ~ is a 
nonnegative continuous concave functional on C such that ¢(y) < IIYI[ for all y • C(5), and let 
S : C(5) ~ C(5) be a completely continuous operator. Suppose that there exist numbers a,/~, 7 
where 0 < a < B < 7 < 5 such that 
(a) {y • 6 (¢ ,Z ,7 )  I W(Y) > 8} # 0, and ¢(Sy) > ~ for an Y • C(¢,Z,~);  
(b) IlSull < ~ eor a/1 y • C'(a); 
(c) ¢(Su) > ~ for an y • c (¢ ,  8, 5) with IlSyll > ~. 
Then, S has (at least) three fixed points Yl, Y2, and Y3 in (:'(5). Phrther, we have 
Yl • C(a), Y2 • {Y • C(~b,8,5) I ~b(y) > j3} and Y3 • C'(5)\ (C(¢,f l ,5) t3 0(c~)). (2.2) 
To obtain a solution for (E), we require a mapping whose kernel g(t, s) is the Green's function 
of the boundary value problem 
y(n) = O, 
y(0(0)=0,  0<i<p- -1 ,  y (0 (1)=0,  O<i<n- -p - -1 ,  
where 1 _< p _< n - 1 is fixed. The Green's function g(t, s) can be explicitly expressed as [9] 
g(t,s) = 
~[n~J(n-P +i-1) ] tJ(-s) n-j-1 
t ~ (1  - t) n-p, 
j--o t ,--o i j . ' -~- ] -Y ) !  
n-p-1 
E j=o 
O<s<t<l ,  
) ] Ei=o P+~i 1 (l_t)i (t-1)J(1-s)n-J t p, (2.3) 
O<t<s<l .  
Further, it is known that [1] 
(-1)n-Pg(t, s) > O, (t, s) • (0, 1) x (0, 1). (2.4) 
For each s E [0,1], we shall denote 
IIg(',s)tl = sup  Ig(t,s)l = sup  (-1)n-ng(t,s).  (2.5) 
te[O,1] re[o,1] 
Likewise, to obtain a solution for (D), we require an operator with kernel G(k, £) which is the 
Green's function of the boundary value problem 
A~y(0)=0,  O<i<p-1,  
Any = 0, 
A~y(m + p + 1) = 0, 0 < i < n - p - 1, 
where 1 _~ p ~_ n - 1 is f ixed. F rom [3], we have 
/ ~ rp-a..~ -1/n-p+i -  ix k(J+i) ] (_£_ l~(n-J-1) . _ . 
o<e_<k-1, 
aCk, e) = - j~ffio [n-P-1 n-p-j-l~ (p+i_li )~'-~-T-~-~-~(m+P+J+i-k)(J+i)](-1)j(rn+P-e)(n-~-D ~ ~ . l  k , (p) 
k<£<m.  
(2.6) 
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Further, it is known that [10] 
( -1 ) " - "a (k , t )  >_ o, 
( -1)n-PC(k,  e) > O, 
For each e • Z[0, m], we shall denote 
(k, e) • z[0, m + nl × z[0, m], 
(k,t) • Z~,m +v] x Z[0,m]. 
(2.7) 
IIa(',¢)ll = max IG(k,¢)l = max ( -1)n-pG(k , t ) .  (2.8) 
kE Z[O,m +n] kE Z[O,m +n] 
Some inequalities for the Green's functions g(t, s) and G(k, ~) are given below and will be used 
in later sections. 
LEMMA 2.1. (See [10].) Let (5 • (0, 1/2) be given. For (t,s) • [5, 1 -~]  × [0, 1], we have 
( -1)n-pg(t ,  s) >>_ 08 IIg(', 3)11, 
where 0 < 86 < 1 is a constant given by 
Oe=min{b(p) .min{c(p) ,c (n -p -  1)}, b(p-  1) .min{c(p -  1) ,c (n -p )}} ,  
and the functions b and c are defined as 
(n - 1) "-1 
b(x) = xX(n_  x - 1) n-x-1 and c(z) = ~(1  - ~).-~-1. 
LEMMA 2.2. 
we have 
(See [10].) Let # = max{p, n - p} and v = min{p, n - p}. For (t, s) • [0, 1] × [0, 1], 
(-1)n-Pg(t,  s) < 
2/~-1 
(# - 1 ) ! (n  - #) i t s (  l r  3)] v ¢(3). 
LEMMA 2.3. (See [10].) Let i E Z~,  m + p] be given. For (k, e) E Z[i, m + p] × Z[0, m], we have 
( -1)n-pG(k,£)  > K~ IIG(',e)ll, 
where 0 < Ki < 1 is a constant given by 
K, = rain [ minkezt,.m+pl O(P + 1,k) minkezt,,m+p] V(p,k) 
t maxkezt~,~+p] W(P + 1, k)' maxkezti,m+p] r/(p, k) ) '  
and the function r I is defined as 
r/(x, k) = k(X-1)(m + n - k) (n-z). 
We shall need the following notations later. Let 
/o /o q= IIg(.,s)lla(s)ds= sup (-1)"-Pg(t,s)a(s)ds, t~[0,1l 
r = rain ( -1)"-Pg(t ,  s)a(s) ds, 
t~[1/4,3/41 
O = ~ Ila(.,£)ll v(t) = max ~'~(-1)"- 'G(k, t )v(t ) ,  
kEg[O,m+n] tffi0 tffi0 
and 
m 
R -- rain Z( -1 )n -PG(k ,  £)u(£). 
kEZ~,m+p] t=p 
(2.9) 
(2.1o) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
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3. EX ISTENCE RESULTS FOR (E)  
~0 
1 
Sjy(t) = (-1)n-Pg(t,  s)aj (s)h(y(s)) ds. 
It is standard that for each j ,  Sj is a compact operator on C. Let L > 0 and y • C(L). Then, 
in view of (El) and Lemma 2.2, we find 
1' 18jy(t) - Sy(t)l _< (-1)"-Pg(t, 8)laj(s) - a(s ) lh (y (s ) )  ds 
1/j+1 
= (-1)"-Pg(t ,  s)laj(s ) - a(s)lh(y(s)) ds 
J o  
+ (-1)"-Pg(t, s ) la j ( s )  - a (s ) lh (y (s ) )  ds 
/ j+l 
_ I-__/~ol/j+l a 
L - -  
The integrability of ¢(t)a(t) (ensured by condition (E3)) implies that Sj converges uniformly to S 
on C(L). Hence, S is compact on C. 
Next, it follows from (2.4) and (3.1), that for y • C, we have Sy(t) >_ O, t • [0, 1]. Hence, 
Sy • C and we have shown that S maps C into itself. Also, the standard arguments yield that S 
is completely continuous. Further, it is clear that 
I' IlS~ll = I lg(,  s)ll a(s)h(y(s)) ds. (3.2) 
a 
a,(t) = a(t), 
a ' j+ l  - - 
Further, let the operator Sj : C --* B be defined by 
C = {y • B ly(t) > O,t • [0, 1]}. 
We note that C is a cone in B. 
Let the operator S : C --* B be defined by 
Sy(t) = (-1)n-Pg(t,  s)a(s)h(y(s)) ds, t • [0, 11. (3.1) 
To obtain a positive solution of (E), we shall seek a fixed point of the operator S in the cone C. 
First, we shall show that the operator S is compact on the cone C. Let us consider the 
case when a(t) is unbounded in a deleted right neighborhood of 0 and also in a deleted left 
neighborhood of 1. For j • {1, 2, 3, . . .  }, we define aj : [0, 1] --* N by 
1 
0 -<t<- j+ 1 , 
1 j 
j+ l -  - j+ l '  
J - -<t<l .  
Consider the Banach space 
B = {YlY • C[0,1]}, 
with the norm [[y[[ = suPte[0,1] [y(t)l, and let 
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LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that there exists a b > 0 such that h(x) < b/q for x E [0, b]. Then, 
s (¢0)) c_ co) c CO). 
PROOF. Let y E C(b). Then, using (3.1) and (2.9), we get 
Sy(t) <_ Ilg(', s)II a(s)h(y(s)) ds 
< ]lg(.,s)lla(s) ds=b, te  [0,1]. 
Thus, IISyll < b and we have Sy e C(b). This immediately implies that S(¢(b)) c_ C(b) C C(b). 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that there exist numbers a, 3, % where 0 < a < 3 < ~/such that the 
following conditions are satisfied. 
(H1) If x e [0, a], then h(x) < a/q. 
(H2) One of the following holds: 
(i) limsupx__. ~ h(x)/x < l/q; 
(ii) there exists a number ~ where y > ~ such that i fx  • [0,~], then h(x) < y/q. 
(S3) If x • [/3,'y], then h(x) > 3it. 
Then, the boundary va/ue problem (E) has (at least) three positive solutions yl, Y2, and Y3 such 
that 
Y2( t )>f l ' t• [13]  " ' HYaH >a;  and tE[1/4,min3/4] y (t)< ~. (3.3) IlYl[I < o~; 
PROOF. We shall show that the conditions of Theorem 2.2 are fulfilled. To begin, we shall prove 
that Condition (H2) leads to the existence of a number & where & > ~ such that 
S (4(5)) C CO). (3.4) 
For this, it is clear that if (ii) holds, then by Lemma 3.1, we immediately have (3.4), where 6 = ~?. 
Suppose now that (i) is satisfied. Then, there exist L > 0 and e < 1/q such that 
- -  < z > L .  (3 .5 )  
x 
Define M = maxxe[0,L] h(x). In view of (3.5), it is obvious that 
Now, choose ~i such that 
h(x) <_ M + ax, x >_ O. (3.6) 
For y e C'(5) and t e [0, 11, we use (3.6), (2.9), and (3.7) to get 
Sy(t) < Jig(., s)II a(s)h(y(s)) ds 
< IIg(', s)ll a(s)(M + ey(s)) ds 
i' <_ IIg(.,s)lla(s)(M +  ,5)ds 
Hence, Ilsyll < ~ and so Sy E C05). Relation (3.4) follows immediately. 
(3.7) 
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¢(y)= min y(t). 
tell/4, 3/4] 
It is clear that ¢ is a nonnegative continuous concave functional on C such that ¢(y) < HYI[ for 
all y•  C. 
We shall show that Condition (a) of Theorem 2.2 is satisfied. For this, it is noted that 
y(t) = ~(~ + 7) • {y • c (¢ ,~,7)  I ¢(y) > ~} # 0. (3.s) 
Now, let y • C(~b,/~, 7). Then, /~ _< Ilyll ~ 7, and so y(s) • [/~, 7] for s • [0, 11. Using this 
together with (H3) and (2.10), we get 
¢(Sy) = min 
te[I/4,3/4] ~0 
1 
Sy(t) = min (-1)n-Pg(t, s)a(s)h(y(s)) ds 
te[l/4, 3/4] 
> rain (-1)n-Pg(t,s)a(s) ds=~.  
re~[1~4, 3/41 
Therefore, ¢(Sy) >/~ for all y • C(¢,/~, 7). 
Next, we note from Lemma 3.1 and Condition (H1) that S(C(a))  c_ C(a). Hence, Condition (b) 
of Theorem 2.2 is met. 
It remains to verify Condition (c) of Theorem 2.2. Let 7 -> 01-/4/~(>/~) where 01/4 is given in 
Lemma 2.1. For y • C(¢,/~, 6) with IISy[I > 7, an application of Lemma 2.1 and (3.2) yields 
~0 
1 
¢(Sy) = rain (-1)n-Pg(t, s)a(s)h(y(s)) ds 
re[l/4, 3/41 
> 0~/4 Ilg(', s)ll a(s)h(y(s)) ds 
= Ol/4llSyll > 01/47 _>/~. 
This shows that ¢(Sy) >/~ for all y • C(¢,/~,6) with IlSyll > 7. 
Consequently, it follows from Theorem 2.2, that the boundary value problem (E) has (at least) 
three positive solutions Yl, Y2, Y3 • C(6). Further, we have (2.2) which reduces to (3.3). 
4.  EX ISTENCE RESULTS FOR (D)  
In this section, we let S be the Banach space defined by 
s = (y I y:  z[0, m + n] - .  R}, 
with the norm HY][ = maxkez[0,m+n] [y(k)[, and let 
C= {y e S ly (k )  > 0, k • Z[O,m+n]}. 
It is noted that C is a cone in B. 
Let the operator T : C --* B be defined by 
m 
Ty(k) = ~-~(-1)n-nG(k, £)F (£, y(£), Ay(£) , . . . ,  An-ty(£)) , 
£----0 
k E Z[O,m+n]. (4.1) 
To obtain a positive solution of (D), we shall seek a fixed point of the operator T in the cone C. 
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From (2.7) and (Ol), we have 
m m 
y~( -1)n -Pa(k ,  e)u(t)f(y(t)) <_ Ty(k) <_ E( -1 )n -PG(k ,  t)v(g)f(y(t)), 
t=0 l=0 
k • Z[O,m+n]. 
(4.2) 
Further, it is obvious from (4.2) and (D2), that for y • C, 
m 
Ty(k) >_ y~(-1)n-PG(k ,  t)u(t)f(y(£)) >_ O, k • Z[0, m + hi. 
~=0 
Hence, Ty • C, and we have shown that T maps C into itself. Also, the standard arguments 
yield that T is completely continuous. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose that there exists a b > 0 such that f(x) < b/Q for x • [0, b]. Then, 
T (C'(b)) C_ C(b) c CCb). 
PROOF. Let y E C(b). Then, applying (4.2) and (2.11) gives for k e Z[0, m 4- hi, 
Ty(k) <_ y~(-1)n-PG(k , t )v( t ) f (y( t ) )  
l=0 
m 
< IIG(.,  )ll 
£=0 
m 
< I IGC., .e) l l  = b. 
t=0 
This implies that IJTyll < b and so Ty • C(b). Therefore, we have shown that T(C(b)) C_ C(b) c 
C'(D). 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that there exist numbers a, fl, 7, where 0 < ~ < fl < 3' such that the 
following conditions are satisfied. 
(C1) I f  x • [0, a], then f(x) < a/Q. 
(C2) One of the following holds: 
(i) limsupx_.oo f (x) /x  < 1, Q; 
(ii) there exists a number ~1 where ~ > 7 such that i fx  • [0,77], then f(x) < ~?/Q. 
(C3) If x • [fl,7], then f l lR < f(x) < "ylq. 
Then, the boundary value problem (D) has (at least) three positive solutions Yl, Y2, and Y3 such 
that 
f l<y l (k )<3 ' ,  keZ~,m4-p] ;  Hy2Jl<a; I[Y31J>a and ¢~y3~¢~,  (4.3) 
where for a real number b, the function Cb : Z[O, m + n] ~ {b, O} is defined by 
b, keZ~,m+p] ,  
Cb(k)- -  0, ke  Z[0 ,m4-n] \Z[p ,  rnWp]. 
(4.4) 
PROOF. First, it is noted from Lemma 4.1 and Condition (C1) that 
Ca)) c c (4.5) 
Next, we shall show that Condition (C2) implies that there exists a number 6 where 6 > 
such that 
T (C(~)) C C(~). (4.6) 
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Obviously, if (ii) holds, then by Lemma 4.1, we have (4.6) with ~f = ~/. If (i) is satisfied, then 
there exist L > 0 and ~ < 1/Q such that f(x)/x < ~ for x > L. With N - max~e[0,L ] f(x), it 
follows that 
f(z) <_ N + ~x, x >_ O. (4.7) 
Now, let ~ be such that 
~ > max {')',N (~ - ~) -1 ) .  
For y E C'(~) and k E Z[0, m + n], using (4.2), (4.7), (2.11), and (4.8) successively, we find 
(4.8) 
Ty(k) < 
m 
He(-, )11 
t=0 
_< ~ [[G(.,£)t [v(g)(Y + ~y(g)) 
t=0 
m 
-< Z []G(., g)[[ v(i)(N + ~e) 
t=0 
Thus, [[Ty[[ < ~ and so (4.6) is immediate. 
We shall employ Theorem 2.1. For this, let, in the context of Theorem 2.1, 
A = C'(5), A1 = (¢S, ¢~), U1 = interior of A1, 
A2 = C'(a), and U2 = C(a). 
Then, (4.6) and (4.5), respectively, ield T(A) C A and T(A2) C A2. Further, (4.5) also provides 
T(A2) C_ U2, from which it follows immediately that T has no fixed points in A2\U2. Therefore, 
it remains to show that T(A1) C A1 and T has no fixed points in AI\U1. To proceed, we let 
y E A1. Then, it is clear from definition (4.4) that 
y(g) e[f~,~f], gEZ[p,m+p]; y( / )=0,  gEZ[O,m+n]\Z[p,m+p]. (4.9) 
Hence, in view of Conditions (C3) and (C1), and (4.9), it follows that 
f(y(£)) > -~, g e Z~,m + p] (4.10) 
and 
f(y(£)) < max , = ~,  £ e Z[0, m + n]. (4.11) 
Applying (4.2), (4.10), and (2.12), we find for k 6 Z[p, m + p], 
m 
Ty(k) > Z(-1)n-PG(k,£)u(£)f(y(£)) 
t=p 
t=p 
(4.12) 
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Also, it follows from (4.2), (4.11), and (2.11), that for k E Z~p,m +p], 
m m 
Ty(k) <_ ~ IIC(.,e)ll v(e)y(y(e)) < ~ IIC(.,e)ll ~(e)~ = 3". 
l=0  l=0  
(4.13) 
Coupling (4.12) and (4.13), we have 
¢~(k) = B < Ty(k) < 3' = ¢.r(k), k E Zip, m + p]. 
Moreover, Ty(k) = 0 for k E Z[O,m + n] \Z~,m + p]. Hence, Ty E U1. This means that 
T(A1) c_ U1 C A1 and T has no fixed points in AlkU1. 
We conclude by Theorem 2.1 that the boundary value problem (D) has (at least) three positive 
solutions Yl,Y2,Y3 E C(6) such that (2.1) holds. It is easily seen that (2.1) reduces to (4.3). 
We shall now discuss the following special case of (D): 
Ivy(o) = o, 
(-1)n-PAny = d(k)f(y), k E Z[0, m], 
0<i<p-1 ,  Aiy (m+p+l )=O,  O<i<n-p -1 ,  
(D)' 
where f, d are continuous functions, f : [0, co) --. [0, c~), d(k) is nonnegative on Z[0, m], and is 
not identically zero on ZIp, m]. It is noted that the operator T defined in (4.1) becomes 
m 
Ty(k) = Z( -1 )n -pG(k ,  e)d(e)f(y(e)), k E Z[0, m + n] (4.1)' 
t=0 
and 
Er~ 
[[TYl[ = Z [[G(., ~)[1 d(~e)f(y(~)). (4.14) 
t - -O  
We remark that all the previous relations and results in Section 4 are valid with u(k) = v(k) = 
d( k ). Let 
R' -- rain ~( -1 ) - - ,a (k ,e )e (e ) .  (4.1s) 
k~Z[p,m+pl l=0 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that there exist numbers a,fl,3", where 0 < a < /3 < 3' such that 
Conditions (C1) and (C2) of Theorem 4.1 hold and 
(c4) it z e [~, ~], then f (z)  > ~/R'.  
Then, the boundary value problem (D) I has (at least) three positive solutions Yl, Y2, and y3 such 
that 
IlYlll < (~; y2(k) > t3, k E Z~o,m+p]; IlY311 > ~; and min y3(k) </3. (4.16) 
keZ[p,m+p] 
PROOF. We shall employ Theorem 2.2. First, we observe from the proof of Theorem 4.1, that 
Condition (C1) gives rise to (4.5). Hence, Condition (b) of Theorem 2.2 is satisfied. 
Once again from the proof of Theorem 4.1, we see that Condition (C2) leads to the existence 
of a number 6(> 3') such that (4.6) holds. Thus, we have T : C(6) --+ C(di). 
Define ¢ : C --* [0, oo) by 
¢(y) = rain y(k). 
kEZ[p,m+p] 
Clearly, ¢ is a nonnegative continuous concave functional on C such that ¢(y) <_ IlYll for all 
yEC.  
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We shall now verify Condition (a) of Theorem 2.2. Indeed, we have 
y(k) =_ 1(/3 + ~) • {y • C(¢,/3,^/) [ ¢(y ) >/3} • 0. (4.17) 
Next, let y • C(¢,/3, ~(). Then,/3 < [[y[[ < % and so y(£) • [/3, ~] for g • Z[0, m + n]. Using this, 
as well as Condition (C4) and (4.15), we find 
m 
¢(Ty) = min Ty(k) = min Z( -1 )n -PG(k ,  ~)d(£)f(y(£)) 
keZ~,m+p] kEZ~,m+p] t=O 
~rt f~ 
> rain ~"(-1)n-PC(k,g)d(g)~-~. =/3. 
keZ[p,,.+p] t=o 
Thus, ¢(Ty) >/3 for all y • C(tb,/3, 7). 
Finally, we shall show that Condition (c) of Theorem 2.2 holds. Let V _> K;1/3(>/3), where Kp 
is given in Lemma 2.3, and let y • C(¢,/3,~f) with [[Ty[[ > % Applying Lemma 2.3 and (4.14), 
we get 
¢(Ty) = rain Z( -  1)n-nG(k, ~)d(g)f(y(£)) 
kEZ[p,m+p] t=O 
m 
> ~ Kp IIC(., £)1l d(Z)f(y(g)) 
t=0 
= gpllTyll > Kp,y >/3. 
Hence, ¢(Ty) >/3 for all y e C(¢,/3, ~f) with [ITyll > ~. 
It follows from Theorem 2.2, that the boundary value problem (D)' has (at least) three positive 
solutions Yl, Y2, Y3 e C(6) such that (2.2) holds. It is obvious that (2.2) reduces to (4.16). 
REMARK 4.1. Noting that R' > R, it is clear that Condition (C4) is much weaker than (C3). 
5. RADIAL SOLUTIONS OF (PD) 
DEFINITION 5.1. We say that w(k) is a radial solution of (PD) if and only if 
(a) w(/¢) is defined for k e U; 
(b) w(k) satisfies (PD); 
(c) there exists a function y( k ) defined on Z[0, m + n] such that w(k) = y( k ) whenever k E U 
and n ~.=lk .  =k .  
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 4.1 hold. Then, the boundary value 
problem (PD) has (at least) three positive radial solutions wl, w2, and w3 such that 
(5.1) 
where for a real number b the function ~b : U --+ {b, O} is defined by 
o, ~ e u\p,,. 
PROOF. By Theorem 4.1, the boundary value problem (D)' has (at least) three positive solutions 
Yz, Y2, and Y3 such that (4.3) holds. 
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Let e E {1, 2, 3}. For k E U, we define 
We shall show that wt(k) is a radial solution of (PD). Let 1¢ E ~. 
O<i<n,  
A'y, k. ~--~(-1)" = Yt kr 
a=O O" ~'=1 
Jf- i  -- o') 
31 
(5.2) 
In view of (5.2), we find for 
(5.3) i 
o'=0 
where 1 < j < n is arbitrary. Further, since Yt is a solution of (D) I, it is clear that for k E f/, 
An application of (5.3)1i=• in (5.4) leads to 
which immediately provides 
(-~io-,~, (~) = (c~a ~)~ (~) ~ (~, (~)), ~ ~, I~)  
jEJ 
where J is a nonempty subset of {1,2,..., n}. 
Moreover, from (5.3) and the fact that yt is a solution of (Dr, we have 
h}wdo, . . . ,  0) = h%(0)  = o, o < i < p -  1, 1 _< j _< n, (5.6) 
and for k E A, 
~,~,(~):A, , , ( , ,+,+,)=o, o<,<, , - , - , ,  ,<j_<,,. / - /  
Having obtained (5.5)-(5.7), we see that wt(Ic) given in (5.2) is indeed a radial solution of (PD). 
Further, relation (5.1) follows from (4.3). The proof of the theorem is complete. 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 4.2 hold. Then, the boundary value 
problem (PD) has (at least) three positive radial solutions Wl, w2, and w3 such that 
w3@)>a, kEU and .minw3@)<,5'. 
kEpp 
(5.8) 
PROOF. Here we apply Theorem 4.2 and a similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
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6. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 6.1. Consider the boundary value problem 
y(4) = 24 
1 +t4(1 _t)4h(Y), t e (0, 1), 
y(0)  = y ' (0)  = y (1)  = y ' (1)  = 0, 
where 
1 + y2, y < 16, 
h(y)= -15+y+y2,  16_<:y_<32, 
1041, y _ 32. 
Here, n = 4, p = 2, and a(t) = 2411 + t4(1 - t)4] -1. It is clear that the Hypotheses (E1)-(E3) 
are satisfied. Using expression (2.3), we find 
~0 
1 
P(() - ( -1)"-Pg(t,  s)a(s) ds 
Subsequently, it is computed that 
000 34 q--  sup 
te[O,l} ~2/  te[1/4,3/4] \4 /  
We shall show that the conditions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied. First, it is obvious that 
Condition (H2) holds as 
lira h(x)- = lim ~1041 = 0. 
X-*gO X X--*gO X 
Next, we want to pick an a such that (H1) is fulfilled. Suppose that a _< 16. Then, in order 
that (H1) is satisfied, we set 
h(z) < 1 + a 2 < - ,  z e [0, ~], 
q 
which is true if 
0.06259 < a < 15.97. (6.1) 
Finally, we shall choose/3 and "y such that Condition (H3) is met. If 16 _</3 _< 32, then (H3) 
is fulfilled provided that 
h(x) > -15 +/3 +/32 > -~ , x e [/3, ?]. 
r 
The above inequality holds if 
Subsequently, we may take 
28.05 </3 _< 32. (6.2) 
7 > 32. (6.3) 
If fl > 32, then (H3) holds provided that 
h(x) = 1041 > ~ 
T 
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which is fulfilled if 
32 </3 N 36.50. (6.4) 
Hence, we may pick 
7 > 36.50. (6.5) 
By Theorem 3.1, the boundary value problem has (at least) three positive solutions Yl, Y2, 
and Y3 such that (3.3) holds. In view of (6.1)-(6.3), it follows from (3.3) that 
Ilyil] < 0.06259; fl2(t) > 32, te  [1,~] ; 
Hy3H > 15.97; and min y3(t) < 28.05. 
te[1/4,3/41 
(6.6) 
On the other hand, noting (6.1), (6.4), and (6.5), we may also conclude that the boundary value 
problem has (at least) three positive solutions Yl, Y4, and Y5 such that 
][Ys[[ > 15.97; and min ys(t) < 32. 
tell/4, 3/4] 
(6.7) 
It is possible that Y2 (Y3) may coincide with Y4 (Ys). In fact, one known positive solution is 
y(t) = t2(1 - t) 2 and it is noted that HYl] = 1/16 is within the ranges given in (6.6) and (6.7). 
EXAMPLE 6.2. Consider the boundary value problem 
-Aay  = F (k, y, Ay, A2y,/kay) 
(2 + k)(1 + 21 cosyl ~) - (1 + I cosYlb), y _< 330, 
=- (2 + k)[(y-- 329)°'95 + 21cosy]b] - [(y-- 329)O'9S + [cosy[b] , y>330,  
k e Z[0, 5], v(0) = v(7) =/kv(7)  =/k2v(7) = 0, 
where b > 0 is fixed. 
It is noted that here the function F cannot be separated into the form d(k)f(y). Take 
1 + [cosyl b, y < 330, 
f (Y)= (y--329)o'95+lcosy]b, y > 330. 
Then, we have 
F (k, y, Ay, A2y, ASy) 
and we may pick 
f(y) 
(2 + k) 1 + 2l cos yl b 
1 + [ cos y[b 1, 
(y -- 329) °'9s + 2[ cosy[ b 
(2  + k) ~:  ~-~ ] co-~vl~ - 
y <_ 330, 
1, y > 330, 
u(k)=2+k- l=k+l  and v(k )=(2+k)2-1=2k+3.  
Clearly, the Hypotheses (D1) and (D2) are satisfied. Noting that n = 4, p = 1, and m = 5, from 
expression (2.6), we compute that 
Q = 
5 5 
max Z( -1 )aG(k ,  g)v(g) = - Z G(2, g)v(g) = 164.5 
kez[o,9] ~=o t=o 
and 
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5 5 
R = min ~-~(-1)3G(k,t)u(i) = - ~ G(6,g)u(g) = 7.488. 
kEZ[1,6] t= l  t= l  
We shall employ Theorem 4.1 in this example. First, since 
lim f (x )  = lim (x -329)  °"95+lcosxl b =0,  
X---*OO X X---*OO X 
Condition (C2) is satisfied. Next, by taking a = 330, we see that for x E [0, c~], 
/ (x )  < 2 < = 2.006. 
Thus, (C1) is fulfilled. It remains to find some D, 7(~ </3 < 7) such that Condition (C3) holds. 
Since ~, 7 > 330, it is clear that 
(~ - 329) 0.95 < f (x )  < (7 - 329) 0.95 + 1, x E [/3, 7]- 
Therefore, (C3) is satisfied provided that 
j3 < (/3 - 329) 0.95 
R 
and (7 -  329) 0.95 + 1 < "r. Q 
Solving the above inequalities, we get 
393.8</3<3.071x1017 and 7->2-106x1044 . (6.8) 
Hence, Condition (C3) holds for any/3 and 7 within the above ranges. 
Now, it follows from Theorem 4.1, that the boundary value problem has (at least) three positive 
solutions Yl, Y2, and Y3 such that (4.3) holds. In view of (6.8), we further conclude that 
3.071 x 1017 < yl(k) < 2.106 x 1044 , k e Z[1,6]; HY2JJ < 330; 
Hy3H > 330 and ¢3.071xlo 't ~ y3 ~ ¢2.1o6x1044. 
EXAMPLE 6.3. Consider the boundary value problem 
6 
_, 3y^.. = 1 + sin2[k(k- 1) (8-  k)] 
/(y), k Z[0, 5], E 
y(0) = z y(0) = y(s )  = 0, 
where 
1 + sin 2y, y < 110, 
f (y )= exp(y - 110) + sin2 y, 110_< y__ 115, 
exp(5) + sin 2 115, y _> 115. 
In this example, we have 
6 
u(k) = v(k)  = d(k) = 
1 + sin2[k(k - 1)(8 - k)]' 
so that the Hypotheses (D1) and (D2) are satisfied. Noting that n = 3, p = 2, and m = 5, 
from (2.6), we compute that 
5 5 
Q = - ~ G(6,g)d(g) = 54.90 and R' = - y~ G(2,g)d(~) = 9.317. 
t=O ~=0 
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We shall employ Theorem 4.2. First, we note that  
lim f (x)  _ lim exp(5) + sin 2 115 = 0, 
x---*OO X x----* OO X 
and so Condit ion (C2) is met. 
Next, we choose ~ = 110 so that  for x • [0, a], 
C~ 
f ( z )  <: 2 < ~ = 2.004, 
i.e., (C1) is satisfied. 
We shall now find some /3(> a) such that  Condition (C4) is fulfilled. 
/3 _< 115. Then, in order that  (C4) holds, we set for x • [/3,~], 
/3 
f i  x) > exp(/3 - 110) > ~-;. 
The above inequality is satisfied if 
112.5 </3 < 115. 
If/3 >_ 115, then (C4) is met provided that  for x • [/3, 7], 
/3 
f (x )  = exp(5) + sin 2 115 > R-- 7. 
This is true if 
Suppose that  110 < 
(6.9) 
115 _</3 <_ 1391. (6.10) 
By Theorem 4.2, the boundary value problem has (at least) three positive solutions Yl, Y2, 
and Y3 such that (4.16) holds. Noting (6.9), it follows from (4.16) that 
IIYlII < 110; y2(k) > 115, k E Z[2,7]; 
flY311 > 110; and min y3(k) < 112.5. (6.11) 
keZ[2,7] 
Likewise, in view of (6.10), the boundary value problem has Cat least) three positive solutions 
Yt, Y4, and Y5 such that  
IlYlll < 110; y4(k) > 1391, k • Z[2,7]; 
IlYsII > 110; and min ys(k) < 115. (6.12) 
keZ[2,7] 
It  is noted that  Y2 (Y3) may coincide with Y4 (Ys). In fact, we note that  one positive solution is 
y(k)  = k (k  - 1)(8 - k) and [lYH - 60 is within the ranges given in (6.11) and (6.12). 
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